padlet.com/asc5/lfhmbobfhyho

22.01. Sustainability - News and Actors
Add links on news regarding sustainability, particular actors you nd relevant. What is going on in
the world?
ACTORS AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE JAN 09, 2018 11:47AM

MARIANAFER_FERGAR

JAN 27, 2018 01:57AM

Children's mistreat : El Salvador
My questions:
Is there a follow-up to the children after a certain amount of
years after leaving the ong? what are the statistics of their
life quality? housing? quality of housing, like location,
etc....jobs?what kind of jobs? social life? etc....AND is it
different working with different cultures? A "one size ts all"
x doesn't sound quite realistic.....AND do you know Leo
Razzaki? and what are your thoughts on his methods if so....
About the article: I spend some time doing social work at El
Salvador, because of their "special" children's rights
situation. Is one of the most terrible countries to be a child
in and adoption is illegal! So they have no way out!
https://www.humanium.org/en/el-salvador/

Tim Kuyvenhoven https://www.google.se/url?
q=https://m.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DaDkRHY16Py4&s
a=U&ved=0ahUKEwjQ64W79vYAhUBGiwKHUsbCaMQtwIIGjAF&usg=AOvVaw0OmENgCin
00pM5A_xKfNoA

MATTIAS NITSCHKE JAN 22, 2018 03:38PM

Self-Realization
One of the key things in sustainability and to nd a
sustainable way of living is to further understand humans
relation the surrounding environment. This paper discusses
alternative ways of understanding ourselves and our being
in the world. It presents way view of and ecological self and
self-realization that changes our way of understanding the
world, which ultimately will make it more sustainable.

Children of el Salvador Humanium * We make
children's rights happen
El Salvador is the smallest countr y
in Central America. It is also the
most densely populated and the
most industrializ ed in that region. El Salv ador is also among the
most violent countries in the American subcontinent.
Salvadorian childr en have fallen victim t o poverty, civil wars, and
frequent natural catastrophes.
HUM ANIUM * WE M AKE CHILDREN'S RIGH TS HAPPEN

JOSE PHINE

JAN 22, 2018 06:48PM

Loophole in the law
Greenpeace taking the Norwegian government to court for
arctic oil drilling.
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/press/releas
es/2017/Climate-lawsuit-against-Arctic-oil-goes-to-court/
Podcast on the proces (Unburnable):
https://www.savethearctic.org/en/peoplevsarcticoil/blog/
unburnable-episode-2/

Nss, Arne (2005) - Self-Realization
PDF document
PADLE T DRIVE

JACOB SANDSTRÖM

JAN 22, 2018 03:40PM

Food2Change
http://www.food2change.se/

ANON YMOUS JAN 22, 2018 04:58PM

Atkisson - Song about exponential
growth

An initiative to reduce food waste by letting low income
earners for a low fee get bags of groceries which would

otherwise be thrown away by the grocery stores.

one can also critically assess the wording itself and question
its underlying meanings, including its value and belief
systems.
The following article rises some issues why the term is

K. O. JAN 22, 2018 03:33PM

Check me out: the library where you can
borrow clothes instead of books
I was surprised at the idea that people don't buy but borrow
clothing when they need.
https://www.theguardian.com/business-tobusiness/2018/jan/18/check-me-out-the-library-whereyou-can-borrow-clothes-instead-of-books

KATIE VONDEREMBSE

contradictory in itself and why it can be perceived as a
Western construct that acts as a dominant discourse; and
thereby excludes alternative perceptions of how to interpret
Sustainability :
www.downtoearth.org.in/interviews/sustainabledevelopment-is-an-oxymoron-29521
For a more scienti c reasoning access:
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/01708406030
24001341

JAN 22, 2018 02:46PM

Proof that anyone can save the world
This video shows examples of proof that anyone can save
the world through sustainability projects. Sustainability
projects can range from from simple DIY projects to

HARRISON CROSS

JAN 22, 2018 12:13PM

Sustainability is dead?

regulations set by a company to be environmentally friendly.
https://www.greatbigstory.com/stories/proof-thatanyone-can-save-the-world

In his article, Sustainability is dead, long live sustainability,

JONAS BAR TKE JAN 27, 2018 01:10PM

facets it has been stretched and misrepresented (see link).

Kenyan president Uhure Kenyatta new
global champion for youth empowerment

AtKisson argues the term and concept of sustainability is
now obsolete. Due to the term being associated with too
many initiatives that do not achieve their goals. As the
concept is used for economic, environmental and social

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/1-4020-49080_12

Uhuhure Kenyatta has accepted a UN agency's request to be
the global champion for youth empowerment on 19 January
2018:

JOSEFINE SJÖBERG

http://www.president.go.ke/2018/01/19/presidentkenyatta-accepts-role-of-global-champion-for-youth/

Swedish government's approach to
"sustainable business"

However, his election has been perceived rather critically
due to his dubios actions in the past. In 2010 he was a
suspect of crimes against humanity by the International
Criminal Court for being a major supporter of organised
crime against certain groups within Kenya. Due to missing
evidence the case has been dropped:
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/kenyan
-president-uhuru-kenyatta-funded-and-orchestratedviolence-of-feared-mungiki-militia-after-9991224.html

JONAS BAR TKE JAN 22, 2018 05:15PM

Sustainable Development - an oxymoron
Aside from the inherent problematic that the term
'Sustainable Development' is becoming increasingly
meaningless (see Harrison Cross - Sustainability is dead?),

JAN 22, 2018 11:42AM

I will rst apologise for linking to a site in Swedish, but I've
attempted to use google translate on the text myself and it
seems to give a fairly accurate translation. Follow the link to
nd a pdf on the website.
http://www.regeringen.se/informationsmaterial/2016/06/
kortversion-politik-for-hallbart-foretagande/
I chose this text based on something Alan mentioned in the
rst mandatory video we were to watch before today's
session. He said that today, "everyone is talking about
sustainability and sustainable development", and as such he
highlights a shift in mentality or perceptions about a new
way of thinking about the future and taking responsibility
for it; from actors on various positions in the societies. This
is also something I've come to notice here in Sweden.
Almost every webpage/shop/business you visit have now
information available to show how they work towards
sustainability. I found it interesting to see how the
government in Sweden reason around this topic and their
role in promoting "sustainable business".

GIOVANNI Z ANAROLI JAN 22, 2018 11:08AM

Are 12.51 euro a good price for
sustainability?
There’s a saying which more or less goes like this: “Every
decision comes with a price”. We see that every day in our
lives. For example if we want to buy local, fair or organic
food we usually have to accept to pay a little bit more than
we would for conventional food. After following the
discussion reported in the article, I’ve been wondering: how
much is this “little bit” for me? am I more or less inclined
than the others to spend my earning on “sustainable”
products? and most importantly, where does this motivation
come from? Of course I only have questions and not
answers to share with you, so feel free to comment with
your thoughts on this! And enjoy the article with a very
Italian story, in which when politics tries to be progressive
all it gets are complains. Or maybe not, not only…
http://www.the orentine.net/news/2018/01/bag-chargesitaly-supermarkets/

EMM A VANDENBROECK

JAN 22, 2018 10:19AM

"We have the “RefScale”, where we measure the
environmental impact for every item that we make, from
carbon dioxide, to waste, to water usage. We look at the
difference between what we do and what the industry
average is, and ensure that there is a signi cant energy
savings in our approach"

https://www.fastcompany.com/3067776/can-fast-fashionbe-ethical-sustainable-reformation-is-rewriting-the-rules

VITA JEX-BLAKE JAN 21, 2018 09:47PM

Sustainable cities and communities SDG 11
Climate-friendly concepts have resulted in a 38% reduction
of pollution in certain areas of Barcelona following the
adoption of Smart Mobility Concepts.
A potential example of social change in a socio-ecological
system?

EU declares war on plastic waste
"Brussels targets single-use plastics in an urgent clean-up
plan that aims to make all packaging reusable or recyclable
by 2030"
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jan/16/
eu-declares-war-on-plastic-waste-2030

OLGA MELNIK OVA JAN 22, 2018 07:27AM

Devastating effects of war on the
environment
"When we measure the brutality of war, we often count the
dead bodies, the destroyed homes and the lives upended by
violence. Rarely do we pause to consider the environmental
devastation that wars cause. In the din of battle and the rush
to treat and shelter its survivors, the toxic legacy of war is
often ignored – as is the long-term damage to the health of
millions of people forced to live amid the pollution."
https://www.theguardian.com/globaldevelopment/2017/nov/03/sheep-turn-black-mosul-iraqwar-toxic-legacy-erik-solheim-un-environment

Pollution decreased by 38% in areas of Barcelona which
deployed #climate-friendly concepts, as shown in this
video from our #COP23 partner #DeutschePostDHL .
#ClimateAction #ParisAgreement
1,789 Likes, 54 Comments - UN Climate Change (@unf ccc) on
Instagram: "Pollution decreased by 38% in areas of Barcelona
which deployed #climate-friendly concepts, as... "
INSTAGRAM

CHANELCONTOS JAN 21, 2018 10:35PM

Environmentally friendly and trendy
clothing
The innovative clothing brand reformation allows for ethical
fast fashion habits with their low environmental footprint
and ethical production practices.

IDA LUNDGREN JAN 21, 2018 09:11PM

Adult education classes to learn about
sustainability

People in Maine, USA, can take adult education classes to

company must not only deliver nancial performance, but

learn about sustainability issues. It could be anything from
learning about electric cars, solar panels or organic

also show how it makes a positive contribution to society."
This article discusses how big names in the corporate world

gardening, to follow your trash to see where it goes after

such as Larry Fink and Tim Cook are advocating for all

you’ve thrown it away.

companies to begin to step up to societal challenges as we
are moving into an age where not only is this expected from

Maybe this is an easy and concrete way to educate people
on sustainability issues?

them, but necessary in order to achieve true sustainability
in all areas; as large companies are often the leading cause
of problems surrounding sustainability, this is a move

Read about it here: ( rst ½ of the article)
https://www.pressherald.com/2018/01/21/how-does-onelearn-about-sustainability/

LUCY_MCCREANOR

JAN 21, 2018 08:55PM

Social sustainability
Countries are starting to realise the pro t and bene ts of
recycling... "It would be great if we could start processing a
lot more on-shore and that we didn't have to send it
overseas because that in itself is expensive."
http://www.newshub.co.nz/home/newzealand/2017/07/what-happens-to-your-recycling-afterit-goes-in-the-bin.html

(hopefully) in the right direction.

SONJA FÖLSTER

JAN 21, 2018 04:13PM

Companies are not living up to
expectations
This goes with my question to Atkisson, even though there
are expectations on the big companies to take responsibility
of their impact on global warming, many don't live up to
them.

http://theconversation.com/business-leaders-arentbacking-up-their-promises-on-sustainable-developmentgoals-88555

FÉLIX-ANTOINE CARDIN AL JAN 21, 2018 02:35PM
JOSE PHINE

JAN 21, 2018 07:35PM

A world without waste
Bea Perez, Chief Public Affairs, Communications, and
Sustainability Of cer (The Coca-Cola Company)
On a world without waste.
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/01/sponsorcontent-a-world-without-waste/?
utm_source=Instagram&utm_medium=Social&utm_campai
gn=Content&utm_content=link_ig20180119newssponsorcokeherostory

Student funded sustainable actions
Back in my home university, the École Polytechnique
Montréal, there is a program aimed at the promotion of
sustainable action inside the school's community called the
FID program.
Every year, around 15 000$CAD is given by the FID in order
to help give birth to any sustainable project. This program is
funded by both the students and the school's
administration, but here's the catch: since we do not want
our students to pay extra fees when applying at our school,
the contribution from the students comes from their

MAURICE TIMMER

JAN 21, 2018 05:39PM

University educates by holding a
Sustainable Development Summit
The University of Hamburg tries to educate people in
sustainability by creating a center for sustainable eduction
https://www.nachhaltige.uni-hamburg.de/en.html

NIKOS JORD AN JAN 21, 2018 07:25PM

Wall Street May Finally Care About
Sustainability
https://hbr.org/2018/01/does-wall-street- nally-careabout-sustainability
"Society is demanding that companies, both public and
private, serve a social purpose. To prosper over time, every

unsustainable habits. Every coffee sold in a non-reusable
cup costs 0.15$CAD extra and that amount is added up in the
FID budget. This way, students are greatly encouraged to
use reusable cups and if they fail to do so, others will still
have the means to promote sustainability.
Here is a link to the webpage in French, unfortunately I
could not nd a translated version.
http://www.polymtl.ca/durable/commentsimpliquer/fonds-pour-des-initiatives-durables

PRAEW A LUENGVARINKUL JAN 21, 2018 01:35PM

All Volvo cars to be electric or hybrid
from 2019

This is a very interesting one. From 2019, Volvo will stop
making cars that powered by internal combustion engine.

all.
Here also a (little older) speech of Jackson:
https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_jackson_s_economic_rea

All Volvo cars to be electric or
hybrid from 2019

lity_check?language=de#t-706420

Landmark mo ve as ﬁrst big
manufacturer says it will stop
making vehicles solely power ed by
internal combustion engine All new
cars launched b y Volvo from 2019 onwar ds will be par tially or
completely batter y-powered, in what the company ca lled a
"historic end" to building models that only ha ve an internal
combustion engine.
THE GU ARDI AN

HOLLY MARRIOTT WEBB JAN 21, 2018 12:11PM

Economics for sustainability
This series of short videos outlines Kate Raworth's theory of
'Doughnut Economics' - how to meet everyone's needs
within the planet's means. She is an inspiring actor for
change within the eld of economics, which could be a
driver of positive global change because governments often

Jackson__Prosperity_without_Growth_Economics_for_a_ nite_planet
PDF document
PADLE T DRIVE

base their actions on advice from economists.
ESMÉE RAM AAKER JAN 19, 2018 09:52PM

This article critically the discusses the
top-down approach, e.g. public
programs, in achieving SDG 15. It
highlights the importance of community
involvement and awareness, an approach
often forgotten by implementation of
international programs as the SDGs.

1. Change the Goal - 1/7 Doughnut Economics
Doughnut Economics: se ven ways to think like a 21st centur y
economist, the new book b y Kate Rawor th, is out now. These
animations tell the st ory of the book's seven ways to think in 60second bites. Check out the full set as the y come on line at
https://www.kateraworth.com/animations/ 1.
YOUTUBE

VERA SCHUM ANN JAN 20, 2018 07:22PM

Reﬂections on how to combine economic
growth, prosperity, and protection of the
environment
Being interested in the compatibility of environmental
protection and economic growth, I found this re ection on

Analyzing_SDG_15.pdf
PDF document
PADLE T DRIVE

Tim Jackson's book "Prosperity without growth". In 4 pages,
the author gives an interesting summary of the book (even if
he/she leaves out some important logical steps) by also
highlighting the shortcomings of Jackson's thoughts. It
offers a quick entrance into the world of possible solutions
for a green economy and the possibility for prosperity for

JOSE PHINE

JAN 19, 2018 05:27PM

Your Food's Roots
https://www.facebook.com/yourfoodsrootsbyattn/

EVA ANDERSSON

JAN 19, 2018 12:00PM

LAURA MI TCHELL JAN 18, 2018 04:09PM

Bill de Blasio

The cost of our clothing

First an article on how New York City, lead by mayor Bill de
Blasio, is divesting $5 billion from companies involved in the

What we wear has a big impact on people and the
environment. For those of you with Net ix (or without, a

fossil fuel business. The city is also ling a lawsuit against oil
companies and holding them responsible for the costs of

quick google and you can nd this documentary online) I
recommend watching 'The True Cost'.

dealing with climate change. Here, we can consider the
political actors of the city of New York as well as mayor Bill
de Blasio.
JOE STADLER JAN 18, 2018 02:56PM

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/10/nyregion/newyork-city-fossil-fuel-divestment.html?
rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fclimate&action=clic
k&contentCollection=climate&region=stream&module=stre
am_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=6&pgtype=sect
ionfront
The second article also concerns Bill de Blasio and discusses
the hypocrisy of how while the mayor politically promotes
ghting climate change, many of his actions as an individual
are not very environmentally friendly. Here the view of Bill
de Blasio as an actor regarding sustainability can be

Energy is the key to everything
As being the "physics guy" I rst wanna shed light on the
connection between the supply of energy and human
societies and economies.
Because in the 21st century "the transition away from fossil
fuels to other energy sources is probably humanity's most
important project."
Lesson by Richard Heinberg,
Senior Fellow of the Post Carbon Institute and author of
many books, like "The Partys Over" or "The End of Growth".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8OrxNNUhZw

nuanced through also considering his actions as an
individual as well as politically.

EMM A MUN TERS JAN 18, 2018 02:25PM

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/11/nyregion/battling-

5 psychological barriers to climate action

climate-change-from-the-back-seat-of-an-suv.html?

Why are there so many people, who know that climate

rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fclimate&action=clic
k&contentCollection=climate&region=stream&module=stre
am_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=8&pgtype=sect
ionfront

change is going on, that don't act? Per Espen Stoknes,
(chairs the Center for Green Growth at the Norwegian
Business School), means that our brain is our biggest
obstacle. In the following video he present 5 psychological
barriers that prevent us from acting climate friendly.

江崎友亮 JAN 19, 2018 11:51AM

Food Loss and Food Waste

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5h6ynoq8uM
https://boingboing.net/2015/04/03/the-5-psychologicalbarriers-t.html

EMM A MUN TERS JAN 18, 2018 01:55PM

Nudging
Vegetarian food has often lower green house gas emissions
than meet. Linda att Stockholm resilience center tries to
increase the consumption of vegetarian alternatives by
using nudging at the supermarket.
http://www.stockholmresilience.org/education/educationa
l-news/2015-08-25-nudging-sustainable-behaviour.html
This video will change the way you see food.
#ZeroHunger starts with you.
http://www.fao.org/food-loss-and-food-waste/en/ Hunger is still
one of the most ur gent development challenges, y et the world is
producing more than enough food. Up t o one third of all food is
spoiled or squander ed before it is consumed b y people. Be the
#ZeroHunger hero! Subscribe!
http://www.youtube.com/subscription_center?
add_user=FAOoftheUN Follow #UNFAO on social media!
YOUTUBE

CLÉMENCE DURIEUX

JAN 18, 2018 12:45PM

Notre Dame des Landes airport:
abandonment of the project.
https://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/Victory-forFrench-Environmentalists-After-50-Years-of-Con ict20180117-0034.html

+

"Sure, an individual's own efforts to reduce their plastic
footprint makes a difference, but when global corporations

https://www.thelocal.fr/20180117/france- nally-abandons-

also step up to reduce waste, it can make a big impact."

plans-for-controversial-new-airport-in-west
KAYLA VAN CLEA VE JAN 17, 2018 12:22PM

A society diagnosed with pathological
consumption

Notre Dame des Landes airport: civil society in France
fought for 50 years against this project that has been
abandoned at the beginning of the week. This shows that
citizens also have their word to say regarding the
sustainability of a political decision; and that this word can
be heard. Moreover, it informs us about a peculiar strategy
and experiment to ght against a political decision:
resistance, protest and occupation of the site. This news

A timely comment on our culture and others' from an oxford
educated BBC journalist, author and environmental activist.
The Gift of Death

For more information:

Pathological consumption has
become so normalised that we
scarcely notice it. By Geor ge
Monbiot, published in the Guar dian
11th December 2012 Ther e's
nothing they need, nothing the y don't own already, nothing they
even want.

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDj5WY01o08

GEORGE MONBIO T

also show the con ictual relations between different actors
regarding sustainable decisions such as citizens,
governments, private corporations etc.

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Z0mfkeGp34

LILLY ZDANSKY CO TTLE JAN 16, 2018 02:05PM

ELINA HEDM AN JAN 17, 2018 10:10PM

The War on Packaging Waste

Recycled plastic roads

Since this week's theme is sustainability is for everyone I

https://youtu.be/cHWYoDKYnQo
An engineer in the UK has developed a way to use plastic
that would otherwise end up in land ll, to replace the

thought I'd bring up something that probably everyone
could do something about - reduce packaging waste. It
seems like everything we buy comes in unnecessary plastic

bitumen in roads. Bitumen is a product made out of crude

packaging, and we all know where much of that plastic ends
up. However, there is a war on packaging waste going on

continue digging oils out of the Earth. An interesting

and now two major food companies, Iceland Foods and

oils, and creates more demand for companies like shell to
concept, but as this BBC video clip points out at the end of
the video, ‘is road-building really the right priority to save
our planet?’

McDonalds, have announced their strategies to reduce
waste.
Read more about these great initiatives here:
https://www.ecowatch.com/plastic-pollution-mcdonalds2525962206.html

※※※※※※

